The understanding of patterns of genetic variation within and among human populations is a prerequisite for successful genetic association mapping studies of complex diseases and traits. Some populations are more favorable for association mapping studies than others. The Saami from northern Scandinavia and the Kola Peninsula represent a population isolate that, among European populations, has been less extensively sampled, despite some early interest for association mapping studies. In this paper, we report the results of a first genome-wide SNP-based study of genetic population structure in the Finnish Saami. Using data from the HapMap and the human genome diversity project (HGDP-CEPH) and recently developed statistical methods, we studied individual genetic ancestry. We quantified genetic differentiation between the Saami population and the HGDP-CEPH populations by calculating pair-wise F ST statistics and by characterizing identity-by-state sharing for pair-wise population comparisons. This study affirms an east Asian contribution to the predominantly European-derived Saami gene pool. Using model-based individual ancestry analysis, the median estimated percentage of the genome with east Asian ancestry was 6% (first and third quartiles: 5 and 8%, respectively). We found that genetic similarity between population pairs roughly correlated with geographic distance. Among the European HGDP-CEPH populations, F ST was smallest for the comparison with the Russians (F ST ¼0.0098), and estimates for the other population comparisons ranged from 0.0129 to 0.0263. Our analysis also revealed fine-scale substructure within the Finnish Saami and warns against the confounding effects of both hidden population structure and undocumented relatedness in genetic association studies of isolated populations.
INTRODUCTION
The study of patterns of human genetic variation in individuals and in populations is crucial for the successful design and interpretation of genetic association mapping studies of common complex diseases with major public health impacts. Recently, it has become apparent that some populations are more favorable for genetic association studies than others. A major determinant is the required SNP density. As a result of differences in population history, the extent of linkage disequilibrium differs widely among human populations, and, therefore, also the amount of SNPs needed to capture most common variation in the human genome. This is one of the reasons why population isolates are of great interest for gene mapping. 1 In addition, it has been argued that reduced genetic and allelic heterogeneity in isolates would facilitate the identification of disease genes. This has certainly been true for Mendelian disorders, the best example being the linkage mapping successes in the founder population of Finland (ie, early and late settlement Finland), 2 but so far there is little evidence indicating that this hypothesis also holds for common variants for complex diseases and traits (eg, see Lowe et al 3 ). Another reason for increased interest in population isolates has been the assumed genetic homogeneity, which severely reduces the risk of confounding because of population stratification in genetic association studies. Population stratification refers to differences in individual ancestry within a study sample, either due to hidden substructure or due to admixture, correlating with phenotypic differences and that can lead to spurious association findings. However, analyses of fine-scale population substructure have demonstrated that isolated populations are not necessarily genetically homogeneous (eg, see Helgason et al 4 and Jakkula et al 5 ) .
Population genetic analyses of a relatively large number of populations that were sampled as part of large-scale genome-wide association studies, together with initiatives such as the HapMap project 6 and the human genome diversity project (HGDP-CEPH), 7 have vastly increased our knowledge about both global and fine-scale patterns of human genetic variation. 5, 7 However, several gaps in our knowledge still need to be filled in and issues such as the extent of linkage disequilibrium in a specific population isolate and confounding by population stratification remain to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
The Saami from northern Scandinavia and the Kola Peninsula represent a European population isolate that, among European populations, has been less extensively sampled, despite some early interest for association mapping studies. [8] [9] [10] Because of the high levels of genetic differentiation observed between Saami and other European populations, including their geographic and linguistic neighbors, the Finns, the Saami have been considered a genetic 'outlier' . 11 In contrast to the population history of early and late settlement Finland, 12 the population history of the Saami is much less understood. An Asian contribution to the Saami gene pool has been reported by several authors, [13] [14] [15] but no reports investigating this using genome-wide autosomal SNP data have been published to date.
The present paper presents the results of a first genome-wide SNP-based study of population structure in the Finnish Saami. We previously have reported the results of a comparison of patterns and levels of linkage disequilibrium, haplotype diversity and relative genomic coverage with the HapMap panels. 16 Here, we studied individual ancestry by using the HapMap and HGDP-CEPH data sets and recently developed statistical tools. Genetic differentiation was quantified by estimating F ST and by characterizing identity-by-state sharing for pair-wise population comparisons. In addition, we evaluated the need to statistically correct for the confounding effects of hidden population structure and unaccounted undocumented relatedness in genetic association studies in the Saami.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data sets
Blood samples from Saami subjects were collected across northern Finland as part of a study into genetic susceptibility to age-related hearing impairment. Details on this sample collection are described elsewhere. 16, 17 Written informed consent was obtained from all study participants and all samples were completely anonymized. This study has been approved by the Finnish National Advisory Board on Health Care Ethics and by the ethics committees or the appropriate local institutional review boards at all participating institutions.
In total, 352 subjects were genotyped on the Affymetrix GeneChip 100K array pair (116 204 SNPs). Genotype calling was performed using the BRLMM algorithm. Data management and quality control were carried out using the PLINK toolset 18 (http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/). Eight subjects were removed because of either a low sample call rate (o94%), an unintentional sample duplication or a sample switch event. The average sample call rate in the remaining 344 subjects was 99.2%.
To investigate genetic population structure, we utilized the genotype data from both the HapMap project (Phase 2; release 23) 6, 19 and the human genome diversity panel (HGDP-CEPH). 7, 20 The HapMap data set contains information on 3.96 million SNPs, and for the analysis we considered the samples from the 60 CEPH founders (CEU) from Utah, USA with European ancestry; 44 unrelated Japanese subjects from Tokyo, Japan (JPT) and 45 unrelated Han Chinese from Beijing, China (CHB). The two Asian HapMap panels were merged for the analyses. SNPs with 45% missing data across samples and SNPs that were not in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) in at least one of the analysis panels (P-value from exact test o0.001) were filtered out. Two further SNPs were removed because of a strand assignment problem. These steps resulted in a subset of 99 964 autosomal SNPs that were typed in both the Saami and the HapMap samples. As part of the HGDP project, which aims to characterize worldwide patterns of genetic variation, 1043 subjects from 51 populations were typed with the Illumina HumanHap650K chip (B650 000 SNPs). Of these, we considered 938 samples present in the H952 set. 20 After filtering out SNPs with 45% missingness across samples and removal of one SNP with a strand problem, genotypes for 37 931 of these SNPs were also available for the Saami.
Analysis of genetic population structure
Estimation of genome-wide pair-wise identity-by-descent (IBD) sharing using a method of moments approach implemented in PLINK, revealed a substantial degree of undocumented relatedness among the Saami participants. Therefore, a subset of maximally unrelated subjects was selected for the analysis with the aid of PEDMINE which implements a simulated annealing algorithm 21 (http://www.hg.med.umich.edu/labs/douglaslab/software.html). In order to avoid the effects of unequal sample sizes upon the analyses, different subset sizes were used. For the analyses using the HapMap data, a sample size of 100 unrelated Saami was chosen in order to have a sample that was roughly comparable in size to each of the HapMap reference panels. Similarly, the analyses involving the HGDP-CEPH data were limited to only 30 unrelated Saami subjects.
We first studied individual ancestry using the ADMIXTURE program, 22 which implements a model-based method to estimate individual ancestry proportions (http://www.genetics.ucla.edu/software/admixture/). The results were visualized with the aid of the DISTRUCT program 23 (http://rosenberglab. bioinformatics.med.umich.edu/distruct.html).
We also carried out a model-free ancestry analysis using the EIGENSOFT package 24 (http://genepath.med.harvard.edu/~reich/Software.htm). We calculated the eigenvectors of the NÂN covariance matrix between subjects, where N is the number of subjects, using only the genotype data from the HGDP-CEPH populations. We then projected the Saami onto those eigenvectors using the SNP weights. This analysis was performed using different subsets of populations. To investigate substructure within the Saami, eigenvectors were computed using only Saami samples. The resulting eigenvectors were plotted against each other and labeled by the municipality where the sample originated.
Next, we looked at identity-by-state (IBS) sharing at the individual and population levels. Using PLINK, the genome-wide average proportion of alleles shared IBS was calculated for all subject pairs among the combined Saami and HGDP-CEPH data sets. A neighbour-joining tree was constructed using PHYLIP (http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html) and visualized with the aid of HyperTree 25 (http://www.kinase.com/tools/HyperTree.html). We further characterized the empirical distributions of IBS sharing within and between populations by using density estimation and by comparing medians and median absolute deviations.
Genetic differentiation between the Saami population and a subset of the HGDP-CEPH populations was quantified by estimating pair-wise F ST 26 with the Arlequin 3.11 software 27 (http://lgb.unige.ch/arlequin/).
Finally, to study the potential consequences of the joint effects of the undocumented relatedness and population substructure upon genetic association studies, we tested for differences in allele frequency between one municipality versus the others. This allelic test was performed in PLINK for all 82 914 SNPs with MAF 40.05 and surviving testing for HWE (P-value 40.001). Quantile-quantile plots were constructed and genomic control inflation factors based on the median were calculated. 28 
RESULTS
Model-based ancestry analysis
We inferred individual ancestry components with the ADMIXTURE program. This approach assumes that each subject's genome originates from K unknown ancestral populations and estimates the proportions of the genome derived from each of these populations. No previous information on ancestry is used by this method. At K¼2, and using data on 99 964 autosomal SNPs for 100 maximally unrelated Saami subjects and unrelated subjects from the CEU and CHB+JPT HapMap panels, a modest east Asian ancestry component was present within the Saami (Figure 1) . Within the Saami, the median estimated percentage of the genome with east Asian ancestry was 6% (range: 0-13%; first and third quartiles: 5 and 8%, respectively). All standard errors for the individual ancestry proportions were of the order of 1% (based on 200 bootstrap replications).
In addition, we inferred individual ancestry by utilizing data from the HGDP-CEPH populations. We ran the program with different values for K. Inspection of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) values suggested that the model continued to improve with increasing K. From K¼8 onwards, however, additional clusters often represented outlier populations in a certain geographic region. We investigated consistency of the results across runs. The ancestry estimates appeared stable because, for a fixed K, estimates from different runs were highly correlated. Although our analysis was carried out with only 37 931 SNPs, a small subset of those used in the analysis of Li et al, 7 this density proved to be sufficient to differentiate between large geographic regions. Using the program FRAPPE, 29 Li et al 7 found that a value of K¼7 provides a good description of broad-scale worldwide human relationships. At K¼7, the main difference with Li et al 7 (see their Figure 1 ) is that the Middle East, Europe and south/central Asia are not well separated in our analysis (Figure 2) . The results of this analysis further confirmed the presence of an east Asian ancestry component in the Saami. The estimated percentages of east Asian ancestry were higher for this analysis. Within the Saami, the median estimated percentage of the genome with east Asian ancestry was 13% (range: 4-21%; first and third quartiles: 11 and 16%, respectively). Standard errors ranged from 0 to 3%. Supplementary Figure 1 
Eigenanalysis
A model-based analysis imposes structure on the data. Therefore, we also performed a model-free analysis using the EIGENSOFT package. 24 We obtained the eigenvectors for different subsets of HGDP-CEPH data and projected the Saami onto those eigenvectors. Figure 3 shows the first two eigenvectors for the analysis based on the European subset of the HGDP-CEPH populations. Bearing in mind that uneven sampling has a strong influence on the projections, 30 as expected, 31 the plot roughly reproduces the geographic configuration of sampled individuals. The position of the projected Saami sample suggests that genetic distance between Saami and other European populations correlates with geographic distance. One should avoid overinterpreting the patterns that emerge when principal components analysis is applied to genetic data. 32 However, relative ancestry proportions can be inferred from such analyses. 30 For the analysis on the subset of Middle Eastern, Asian and European populations, the first eigenvector reflects the relative proportion of east Asian ancestry. Supplementary Figure 2 shows that the relative positions of Saami, Russians and Adygei along eigenvector 1, agree with the results of the ADMIXTURE analysis. Figure 1 Model-based ancestry analysis based on the HapMap data. Each subject is represented by a single vertical line broken into segments that are proportional in length to the inferred ancestry proportions. Using the merged data on 99 964 autosomal SNPs for 100 maximally unrelated Saami and for unrelated subjects from the CEU and CHB+JPT HapMap panels, ancestry for each individual was inferred with ADMIXTURE 22 at K¼2. The results were visualized with DISTRUCT. 23 Information on population of origin was not used in this analysis.
C E U S a a m i C H B + J P T
Figure 2
Model-based ancestry analysis based on the HGDP-CEPH data. Each subject is represented by a single vertical line broken into colored segments that are proportional in length to the inferred ancestry proportions. Using the merged data on 37 931 autosomal SNPs for 30 unrelated Saami and for subjects from HGDP project, ancestry for each individual was inferred with ADMIXTURE 22 at K¼7 and visualized with DISTRUCT. 23 Population labels were not used in this analysis. Ancestry components are color labeled by geographic region of origin following Li et al. 7 The color reproduction of this figure is available on the html full text version of the manuscript. To investigate population substructure within the Saami, we also calculated the eigenvectors using the data on 344 Saami samples and 109 635 autosomal SNPs. Supplementary Figure 3 shows the first two eigenvectors plotted against each other with the subjects labeled by municipality. It can be seen that there is some clustering by municipality which correlates, to some extent, to geography.
Identity-by-state sharing analysis
Genetic similarity at the individual and population levels was further studied by calculating the genome-wide average proportion of alleles shared IBS for all subject pairs among the combined Saami and HGDP-CEPH data sets. Figure 4 shows the results of a neighbourjoining tree analysis. Within Europe, clustering of individuals was generally consistent with sample origin, with the exception of French, north Italian, Tuscan and Orcadian samples for which there was some intermingling. The Saami clustered among the Russians. The long branch lengths for the Saami as compared with other European samples, reflect the higher extent of genetic differentiation. Figure 5 shows density estimates for empirical distributions of genome-wide mean proportion of alleles shared identical-by-state between subjects. Distributions of between and within population IBS sharing are shown for the Saami, Russian and Yakut populations. Medians and median absolute deviations for these distributions are given in Supplementary Table 1 . Median IBS sharing with the Saami (top panel) was highest for the Russians (0.7434) followed by the Orcadians (0.7408) and French (0.7403), indicating that genetic similarity correlates with geographical distances. Compared with Russians (center panel), within population IBS sharing for the Saami was more variable (median absolute deviations of 0.0045 and 0.0021 for 30 Saami and 25 Russians, respectively) because of genetic substructure within the Saami. The mode of this distribution was higher for the Saami, reflecting the higher homozygosity in this population. 33 For the Yakut (bottom panel), among European populations, median IBS sharing was highest with the Saami (0.7328) which further confirms the Asian contribution to the Saami gene pool. Also observe that IBS sharing among east Asian populations is higher, which is because of the increasing homozygosity with increasing distance from Africa.
F ST estimates
We quantified genetic differentiation between the Saami population (based on 30 unrelated subjects) and the subset of HGDP-CEPH populations from Eurasia and the Middle East by calculating pair-wise F ST statistics. Estimates are given in Supplementary Table 1 . The results corroborated those of the IBS sharing analysis. In general, F ST was lower between population pairs in closer geographic proximity. Based on the pair-wise F ST estimates, the Russians (25 subjects) are most closely related to the Saami (F ST ¼0.0098). The F ST estimates for comparisons with the other European populations were 0.0144, 0.0151, 0.0154, 0.0129 and 0.0181 for Orcadians (15 subjects), French (28 subjects), North Italian (13 subjects), Tuscan (8 subjects) and Adygei (17 subjects), respectively. For the isolates Sardinia (28 subjects) and the French Basque (24 subjects), estimates were 0.0263 and 0.0216, respectively. Assessing the accuracy or significance of the estimated F ST values proved computationally prohibitive. However, bearing in mind that the estimates are less accurate for pairs involving a population with a small sample size, the relative values are in line with expectations based on geography. Consistent with the results of the analyses described above, among European populations, the Saami show the highest genetic affinity with the Asian populations.
Confounding in association studies due to population stratification and unaccounted relatedness As the eigenanalysis revealed hidden population structure within the Saami, and IBD estimation in PLINK brought to light a substantial Figure 4 Neighbour-joining tree based on the matrix of pair-wise genomewide average proportions of alleles shared identical-by-state for the merged HGDP-CEPH and Saami data. The neighbour-joining tree was constructed using PHYLIP based on 37 931 shared autosomal SNPs. The tree was visualized using HYPERTREE. 25 Non-European subjects are color labeled according to which of seven large continental regions the samples originate from. European subjects are color labeled according to which population the samples originate from. 1: some Middle Easterners cluster close to the Africans, 2: Russians, 3: mostly Orcadian, 4: Sardinian, 5: French Basque, 6: Adygei. The color reproduction of this figure is available on the html full text version of the manuscript. degree of undocumented relatedness (data not shown), we evaluated the potential impact of the joint effects of population stratification and unaccounted relatedness on association studies. We considered worst-case scenarios in which allele frequencies were compared between one municipality versus the others. For this analysis, SNPs were filtered to have MAF 45% and HWE test P-values 40.001. Supplementary Figure 4 shows the resulting quantile-quantile plots for two of the comparisons. Note the highly inflated test statistics with genomic control inflation factors of 3.42 and 3.37 for the Utsjoki and Inari comparisons, respectively.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we describe for the first time the results of an analysis of population structure in the Finnish Saami based on genome-wide autosomal SNP data. Using data from the HapMap and human genome diversity projects, we performed a model-based and a model-free ancestry analysis. In both analyses, an east Asian contribution to the Saami gene pool became apparent. Using the HapMap, for which the densest map of SNPs was available for the analysis, the median estimated percentage of the genome originating from east Asia was 6% and estimates ranged from 0 to 13%. In interpreting these results, it should be realized that based on solely such analysis, one cannot discriminate between a historical admixture event and shared ancestry. Our results re-affirm the conclusions of earlier studies on the Saami by Tambets et al, 13 Ingmann and Gyllensten 14 and Johansson et al 15 that were based on analysis of mtDNA and Y chromosomal variation, complete mtDNA sequences and class I and II HLA loci, respectively. The detailed phylogeographic analysis by Tambets et al 13 has shown that the present-day Saami are descendants of a narrow subset of Europeans that reached northern Fennoscandia from both a western and eastern route and that subsequently got admixed. 13 This latter study also found a few selected and specific east Asian mitochondrial DNA variants in the gene pool of populations from Fennoscandia. Genetic evidence indicates that these Asian haplogroups have reached northeastern Europe via the Volga-Ural region of Russia. 14 Recently, a limited Asian contribution to the Saami gene pool has also been demonstrated based on HLA data. 15 Here, we only studied ancestry averaged over an entire genome of an individual. It would also be possible to study 'local ancestry' , that is, the ancestry of chromosomal segments, using haplotype-based methods such as that described by Price et al. 34 However, given that the Asian contribution to the gene pool dates back many generations, the segments with Asian ancestry will be very short and their inference would require a much denser map of SNPs 34 and, ideally, a more complete sample of populations from both Fennoscandia as well as east Asia.
Recently, Novembre et al 35 and others 5, 31, [36] [37] [38] have shown that within Europe, genetic structure correlates with geography. We projected the Saami on the 'map' defined by the first two eigenvectors of an eigenanalysis based on the European subset of the HGDP-CEPH data. The position of the samples roughly corresponded to their geographic configuration. It would be interesting to investigate population structure at a finer resolution in Fennoscandia by using genetic data from other regions in Finland and neighboring populations in Fennoscandia. This would also allow to study how internal migrations in Finland that resulted in late settlement Finland, have shaped the gene pool of the present-day Saami. 5 The F ST estimates and the results of the IBS sharing analysis are in line with the observation that geographic distance tends to correlate with genetic distance. Compared with other European population pairs, pair-wise F ST estimates were generally higher for pairs involving the Saami, affirming its status as a genetic 'outlier' and reflecting the impact of genetic isolation and small population size effects. Among the HGDP-CEPH populations, the Russians were most closely related to the Saami (F ST ¼0.0098). F ST estimates for pairs involving the other European populations ranged from 0.0129 to 0.0263.
We also evaluated whether statistical measures to avoid confounding by population stratification in genetic association studies should be taken. The eigenanalysis revealed some clustering by municipality. This hidden population structure, together with a high degree of undocumented relatedness, which only became apparent during the genetic analysis, is responsible for the extreme genomic control inflation factors that we observed for tests of allele frequency differences between municipalities. This indicates that the Saami are not a homogeneous population and that a statistical correction to account for both the effects of population stratification and undocumented relatedness is required. Several methods are available that satisfactorily deal with population stratification and that are now routinely used in genome-wide association studies of common variants, for example, principal components-based methods. 24 However, the relatedness, which is inherent to population isolates, poses an additional problem that has to be dealt with, in order to avoid spurious associations. One solution would be to infer kinship coefficients using genome-wide SNP data and to account for the relatedness in the analysis using linear mixed model methodology for which only very recently computationally efficient software became available. 39, 40 At present, it remains unclear how to account for population stratification and relatedness in a population-based analysis of rare variants, for which isolated populations such as the Saami may offer some advantages. 41 In conclusion, we performed a first genome-wide autosomal SNPbased population genetic study of the Finnish Saami. We studied ancestry using the HapMap and HGDP-CEPH data sets and recently developed statistical methods. We quantified genetic differentiation by estimating F ST values and by characterizing IBS sharing for pair-wise population comparisons. Our results agree with earlier genetic studies, which were mainly based on mitochondrial DNA haplogroups, Y chromosome haplogroups or a limited number of autosomal markers. We found that genetic similarity between population pairs correlated with geographic distance and demonstrate an east Asian contribution to the predominantly European-derived Saami gene pool. Our analysis also revealed fine-scale substructure within the Finnish Saami and warns against the confounding effects of hidden population structure and undocumented relatedness in genetic association studies of isolated populations.
